Dear Sports Friends,

Up-to-date news on the CSIT - International Workers and Amateurs in Sports Confederation

6th CSIT World Sports Games - 1st Invitation

The Catalan CSIT member union Unió de Consells Esportius de Catalunya (UCEC) is host of the 6th CSIT WORLD SPORTS GAMES from 2nd to 7th of July, 2019 in Tortosa, Spain. The city of Tortosa and Terres de l’Ebre region is looking forward to welcoming CSIT, its World Sports Games (WSG) and partners, the International Workers & Amateur Sports Movement and several thousands of participants from all over the world to compete in sports and sports for all activities in best atmosphere and under best conditions. Find here the INVITATION for the WSG 2019 with detailed information for registration and the Games program. The Final Invitation will be sent out after the CSIT Executive Committee Meeting end of August. Link: https://www.csit.tv/en/world-sports-games/vi.-csit-world-sports-games-2019

CSIT is looking forward to be guest in the beautiful surrounding of Tortosa on the coastline of Catalunya. The 6th CSIT World Sports Games do not only include the traditional CSIT championships, but also championships and competitions of partner organizations like POSA Pole Sport World Cup Grand Final, IPPA Pitch & Putt Intercontinental Championships, IRV Rhönrad Open Mixed Masters, WOF World O-Sport Championships and FXC International Fireball Extreme Challenge Championships. CSIT is looking forward to welcome even more partners and will announce soon.

During the WSG there will also be a promotion & demo of several young, fancy, but also new sports for CSIT like Handball or Golf, which will be concretized continuously. In the past years it is proven that the CSIT World Sport Games are an excellent opportunity to meet and greet
international people in a sportive and amicable way.

There will be soon also a relaunch of the CSIT Webpage, an Update of the WSG 2019-App and a brand-new WSG 2019-Webpage. Be up-to-date and follow us on our Social Media channels like FACEBOOK. 
Link: https://www.facebook.com/csit.wsg

CSIT Congress "Vision and Values"

Before the WSG 2019 the CSIT will hold as last highlight 2018 its annual Congress in Tortosa at the end of October. Find here the Invitation for the Congress for all Member Unions and CSIT partners on the CSIT Website.

Strategic development is the core task of every management board of a sports confederation. Under the presidency of Bruno Molea the CSIT is currently in a strategic development process, whereas one main focus is the involvement of all member unions and stakeholders of our global movement. The contribution of the CSIT stakeholders was remarkable so far and important decisions for strategies were taken at the CSIT Executive Committee meeting and several strategic meetings which will be discussed and finally decided at the upcoming Congress in Tortosa.

Link CSIT Webpage: https://www.csit.tv/en

Solidarity Fund App

One of the top topics for CSIT President Bruno Molea is the CSIT Solidarity Fund App, which will be introduced in detail to all member unions at the Congress in Tortosa. The Solidarity Fund App is based on a fundraising system to support the poorer CSIT member unions and give them the opportunity to participate in the CSIT World Sports Games 2019 in Tortosa. Every single person can easily participate; even the smallest contribution can play a big role! Living solidarity in 2018! As a social and democraticorganisation it is of highest importance to support all members and give them best opportunities in any case.
CSIT Championships 2018

The **CSIT Beach Volleyball Championships** were held from June 5 to June 10, 2018 in Albena Resort, at the Bulgarian Golden Sand Beach within the framework of the traditional International Workers' Sports Festival, organized by the Bulgarian Workers' Federation "Sport and Health" and with active cooperation and support of CSIT. There were participants from Italy, Iran, Portugal, Mexico, Russia, Lithuania and Bulgaria. Atom-Sport (Russia) got first in the men’s event, BWF "Sport and Health" (Bulgaria) won the ladies tournament.

Upcoming CSIT events 2018 are the Swimming Championships in Lignano (Italy/AICS), the Sport for All Formation Course for Seniors in Schielleiten (Austria/ASKÖ) and the Beach Tennis World Championships in Castelldefels (Spain/co-operation partner IFBT). Detailed information [here](https://www.csit.tv/en/newsshow-2018-csit-beach-volleyball-championships).
